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Lesson C: So ... that 
A  Complete each sentence. Use an adjective from the box and so + adjective + that.

arid cold hot rainy snowy

1. The classroom was  I wore my coat during class.

2. The weather was  we never went to the beach during our vacation.

3. The Atacama desert is  it is the driest desert.

5. This afternoon it was  I turned on the air conditioner.

4. It is  school is canceled today.

B  Match the conditions and results.

1. Nina is so excited that  a. my mother lost her hat.

2. The water was so cold that  b. the students finished it quickly.

3. The wind blew so hard that  c. she can’t sit still.

4. The test was so easy that  d. we’re going to go there again.

5. Brazil was so beautiful that  e. nobody went in the pool.

C  Unscramble the sentences.

1. I ate / The pizza / that / was / good / four pieces / so  

2. so / the passengers / The bus / was / slow / that / got off and walked  

3. bad / was /so / that / The traffic / was an hour late / my father  

4. hot / that / The coffee / so / I burned / was / my mouth  

5. tired / Juan / so / on the couch / was / that / he fell asleep  

D  Complete each exchange with so + adjective + that. Use the underlined adjective.

1. A: Are cell phones useful?

 B: Cell phones are  almost everyone has one.

2. A: Is the grocery store close?

 B: The grocery store is  we can walk to it.

3. A: Is the weather nice?

 B: The weather is  the students are eating lunch outside.

4. A:  Was the ocean cold?

 B: The ocean was  no one was swimming.

5. A: Was the food spicy?

 B: The food was  Tamara drank three glasses of water.
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